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Laser induced resonance shifts of single molecules self-coupled by a metallic surface
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Abstract:

The spectral properties of single molecules placed near a metallic surface are
investigated at low temperatures. Because of the high quality factor of the optical resonance, a
laser induced shift of the molecular lines is evidenced for the first time. The shift dependence
on the laser excitation intensity and on the dephasing rate of the transition dipole is studied. A
simple theoretical model of a laser-driven molecule self coupled by a mirror is developed to
qualitatively interpret the observations.

The radiative properties of an oscillating electric dipole are influenced by the
boundary conditions 1, 2. For example, when a dipole is placed within a few wavelengths of a
conducting surface, its decay rate and resonance frequency are changed from those observed
for an isolated dipole. There have been many theoretical works on the calculation and
interpretation of these phenomena using classical or quantum electrodynamics approaches3-8.
Since the pioneering work of Drexhage 9, who focused on the dependence of the fluorescence
lifetime of Eu3+ ions on their distance to a metallic surface, extensive experimental
investigations of this effect have been reported with various systems and in various
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geometrical configurations1. Some experimental observations of the energy level shifts of
atoms interacting with a reflecting surface have also been reported in the cases of an atomic
vapor close to a metallic film10, and a single trapped ion distant from a mirror11.
Single fluorescent molecules in solids12 are good candidates to investigate these
effects. Recently, the fluorescence lifetime and intensity of a single molecule at room
temperature have been studied as a function of its distance to a movable silver mirror13, and to
a metallic nanoparticle at the end of a tip

14, 15

. At low temperatures (<2K), dephasing of the

transition dipole due to phonons vanishes, and for well chosen fluorophore-matrix systems the
zero phonon excitation line has a spectral width limited by the excited state lifetime16. Such
molecules behave like two level systems17 with a fluorescence quantum yield close to unity,
thus offering optical properties similar to those of trapped single atoms. In this work, we
exploit the high quality factor of this resonance to investigate the spectral properties of laser
driven single molecules close to a metallic surface. A spectral shift of the resonance induced
by the excitation laser is evidenced for the first time and is studied under various experimental
conditions. A simple theoretical model based on optical Bloch equations of an oscillating
dipole interacting with its mirror image is developed. It allows to make the link between the
observed laser induced shifts (LIS) and the surface modified energy levels of the molecule.

In this experiment, we study the fluorescence excitation spectra of a thin organic film
doped with fluorescent molecules and deposited on a metallic layer prepared by evaporation.
Scans of the zero phonon line of single molecules are recorded using a single frequency
tunable dye laser. The sample, cooled in a helium flow cryostat, is placed at the focal plane of
a parabolic mirror used in a confocal setup to excite and collect the fluorescence of the
molecules18. The organic layer thickness is estimated by stoechiometry, i.e. counting the
number of single excitation lines recorded when the laser frequency is scanned over the entire
inhomogeneous absorption band, for a known fluorophore concentration and a known laser
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spot size. All the results presented hereafter have been obtained with organic layers of
thickness < 1 µm.
Most of the single molecule excitation lines recorded at very low excitation intensities
display a width close to its value in the absence of metal layer. For dibenzanthanthrene
(DBATT) fluorophores in a hexadecane matrix at 1.7 K19, this metal-unaffected lifetimelimited width Γ0 takes the value Γ0 2π ≈ 17 MHz . However, in some cases (below 5% in the
thinnest samples), spectra reveal very broad single molecule lines, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This
broadening is not due to optical saturation and is attributed to a quenching effect
corresponding to nonradiative energy transfer to the metal when the molecules are within ten
nm from the surface

6, 13

. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental observation of a

single molecule line broadening due to quenching by a metal surface.
A more striking effect evidenced in our experiment is a reversible spectral shift
displayed by some molecular lines when the laser intensity is increased. Fig. 2a shows such a
behavior for a single DBATT molecule close to a niobium film at 1.7 K. The LIS is clearly
visible for single molecules with sharp excitation lines (linewidths close to Γ0 ), i.e. molecules
which are several tens of nanometers away from the metal surface 6, 13. The optical saturation
of the molecules follows the same behavior as in the case of samples deposited on dielectric

substrates19. Fig. 2b shows the linewidth intensity dependence of the molecule presented in
Fig. 2a. It evolves as ∆ν hom 1 + I I sat , where I/Isat is the ratio of the laser excitation intensity
to the molecule saturation intensity. At this low temperature, the homogeneous width is
determined by the excited state decay rate Γ. Deduced from the fit (see Fig 2b),
∆ν hom = Γ 2π ≈ 18MHz is close to the metal quenching-free value. The spectral shift of the
resonance shows a linear dependence on the excitation intensity up to large saturations with a
slope of 1.2 MHz/(W.cm-2) (see Fig. 2c), i.e. 0.11 ∆ν hom per saturation intensity.
The LIS, which is completely absent with dielectric substrates, is found for various
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metal layers (silver, aluminum, gold, indium, niobium) of different thicknesses (from a few
nm to hundreds of nm). For all the metallic films studied, the roughness of the metallic
surface was controlled by AFM microscopy and was about 1 nm rms, excluding
electromagnetic field enhancement effects. Moreover, the behavior was found for different
host-guest systems: different fluorophores (DBATT, terrylene and tetra-tert-butylterrylene) in
different matrices (naphthalene or p-terphenyle molecular crystals, and hexadecane
Shpoll’skii polycrystal). For the hundred molecules investigated, red and blue spectral shifts
are found with comparable probabilities and the intensity broadening was always reproduced
with the optical saturation law.
In order to rule out local heating effects due to the absorption by the metal layer, we
studied the LIS dependence on the orientation of the laser linear polarization, for a fixed
excitation intensity, and obtained the well-known law of Malus. As shown in fig 2d, the LIS is
proportional to cos 2 (θ ) where θ is the relative angle between the linear polarisation of the
laser, which is contained in a plan parallel to the metal surface, and the projection of the
transition dipole onto this plane. Since the metal absorption should not depend on the laser
polarization, a contribution of metal heating to the origin of the LIS can thus be excluded. We
also investigated how dephasing of the transition dipole affects the LIS by varying the

temperature of the sample. The coherence decay rate γ of the optical transition writes as
γ = π ∆νhom = Γ/2 + γ*, where Γ is the excited state relaxation rate, and γ* the pure dephasing
contribution due to coupling with the phonon bath. Besides the thermally activated
homogeneous broadening 16, the temperature increase leads to a decrease of the LIS slope. As
shown in Fig. 3 for a temperature variation between 1.8K and 4.2K, the slope is inversely
proportional to the homogeneous linewidth. Since the saturation intensity is proportional to
the coherence decay rate, the experimental results are consistent with a LIS being proportional
to I/Isat.
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To understand our experimental observations, we develop a simple model to account
for the environment in which the molecule is radiating. We assume a two-level molecule with
r
a transition dipole d eg , located at a small distance from the surface so that its interaction with

the metal can be considered in the static limit. The fluorescence signal of the molecules is
given by the excited state population. This population is determined from the solution of
Bloch equations with the radiative decay constant Γ0 replaced by the surface modified decay

r
rate Γ, and with the laser field replaced by the local field Eloc . This field is evaluated by
taking into account the dipole-dipole interaction with the image molecule. It is the sum of the
laser field, and the field arising from the image dipole which is proportional to the molecule
stationary optical coherence ρ eg = −Ω(δ − iγ ) /(δ 2 + γ 2 + γ Γ −1 Ω ) . The complex Rabi
2

r r
frequency Ω = −(d eg ⋅ Eloc ) / h of the molecule-local field system therefore writes:
Ω = ΩL +
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where Ω L and δ are respectively the complex Rabi frequency and the laser detuning. β is a
geometric factor which depends on the optical properties of the metallic layer, as well as on
the exact location and orientation of the molecule with respect to the surface. It can be

calculated using classical or quantum electrodynamics models3-6, 8 and lies in the range 1-10
for a molecule-surface distance of about 100 nm. After a simple algebraic manipulation, we
obtain
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which can be solved perturbatively or numerically. The effect of the metallic surface clearly
shows up in eq. 2. For very weak excitation intensities, one can set ρ ee ≈ 0 in the
denominator eq. 2 and retrieve the self radiation reaction shift − β Γ 2 induced by the
presence of the boundary conditions. In the low saturation regime where ρ ee ∝ Ω L

2

γ Γ,

eq. 2 predicts a LIS proportional to I I sat , with a direction depending on the sign of β. This is
in broad agreement with our experimental observations. However, at high saturations the
model predicts a saturation of the LIS.
Another interesting behavior has been found in the case of a gold surface. For this
metal very large LIS slopes are observed (see fig. 4), as well as a reversal of the shift direction
when the system is pushed into intense coupling conditions ( I I sat ~ 100). The surface
plasmon resonance, which is close to the molecular transition, is probably responsible for the
large LIS effect20,

21

. Furthermore, one would have to take into account the long range

interactions with neighboring molecules assisted by nonradiative excitation of surface
plasmons

22, 23

. This interaction, which can be significant at laser powers such that the LIS

makes the molecule under consideration almost resonant with a neighboring one, may be at
the origin of the shift direction reversal. The calculation of the local field would therefore

require a detailed microscopic model accounting for the interactions between the molecule of
interest and the neighboring molecules, including their images24.
In conclusion, we have evidenced for the first time a laser induced spectral shift of
single molecule lines close to a metallic surface. Its linear dependence on the excitation
intensity and on the inverse of the dephasing rate is qualitatively explained by a simple
theoretical model of a laser driven molecule self-coupled by a mirror. Further developments
will be the control of the molecule-surface distance and orientation, as well as the elaboration
of more sophisticated theoretical models to explain the LIS behavior in different experimental
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conditions such as metal nature and intensity regime.
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Fig. 1:
Fluorescence excitation spectrum at T = 1.7 K for three single DBATT molecules embedded
in a hexadecane layer deposited on a 50 nm thick niobium substrate. The spectrum is recorded
at an excitation intensity well below saturation. Two sharp lines display a nearly surfaceunaffected linewidth (~ 20 MHz). The broad Lorentzian line has a linewidth of 1.1 GHz.
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Fig. 2: LIS of a single molecule of DBATT in hexadecane near a 50 nm indium layer at 1.7 K.
(a) Fluorescence excitation spectra recorded at increasing excitation intensities from bottom to
top (steps of 20 W.cm-2). The top spectrum is recorded after the series at the same intensity as
the bottom spectrum (6 W/cm2). (b) Line broadening with excitation intensity. A fit by a twolevel system optical saturation law gives ∆νhom=18 MHz and Isat = 1.6 W.cm-2. (c)
Dependence of the LIS on the excitation intensity. The LIS slope is 1.3 MHz/(W.cm-2), i. e.
0.11 ∆νhom per saturation intensity. (d) LIS dependence on the laser linear polarization which
is rotated in a plane parallel to the metallic layer, at a fixed excitation intensity of 120 W.cm-2.
The dependence is well fitted with cos 2θ , θ being the angle between the laser field and the
transition dipole projection onto the metal surface plane.
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Fig. 3: Effect of transition dipole dephasing on the LIS for a single DBATT molecule in
hexadecane near a 50 nm gold layer. The LIS slope is measured for different temperatures,
varied between 1.8 K and 4.2 K, and plotted as a function of the temperature dependent
homogeneous width. The experimental points are fitted by a function inversely proportional to
homogeneous width.
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Fig. 4: Series of excitation spectra for several single molecules of DBATT in hexadecane
near a 50 nm gold layer, at T = 1.7 K. The corresponding excitation intensity is reported on
the right scale. The molecule presenting a large LIS effect (slope of 11 MHz/(W.cm-2))
undergoes a turning point in the shift at high excitation intensity ( higher than ~ 100 Isat).

